Transcript of February 17, 1994 conversation with Ms. Moira Brown
Thursday February 17, 1994 afternoon (approx. 3 pm). Phone call to Office of Dean of Students
at Columbia College.
When any word is not perfectly clear it has been skipped in below transcript and a note made that
it was “inaudible”.
AS = Ashish Sirohi
MB = Moira Brown
R = Receptionist who answered the phone
(Phone rings)
R: Dean of Students.
AS: Ya, could I speak to Moira Brown please?
R: May I ask who’s calling?
AS: My name is Ashish -R: Ashish -AS: Sirohi.
R: Hold on.
(Silent pause)
MB: Hi this is Moira. Can I help you?
AS: Ya, my name is Ashish Sirohi -MB: Hi -AS: And I just got a letter today from aaa Roger Lehecka regarding some aah some -- a meeting
earlier I had with him.
MB: Ok
AS: And I just had a short question about something he he aaa -- something he said in the letter?
MB: Ok
AS: And I was just wondering if maybe I could talk to him for a minute or two?
MB: Oh what does it say? aam lemme let me see if I have a copy of it.

AS: It was February 15th 1994 -MB: February 15th 1994 -- (inaudible word) -- (sound of MB shuffling through papers) [see if] I
have a copy with me (more shuffling sound) February 15th 1994 (one inaudible word follows)
(The comment in [ ] above is added to explain what the speaker meant, the speaker did not
actually say the words in [ ]).
MB: Right. I wasn’t here. Ok what does it say?
AS: Well it says -- he lists like four or five points and number two says “You were told -- ”
MB: Wait, hold on (inaudible word). Let me see if I can get a copy (one or two inaudible words
follow)
AS: Ok sure.
MB: Hold on.
(Long silent pause)
MB: Wait Ashish hold on just to make sure I get a copy of it before I have (possible inaudible
word). Hold on.
AS: Ya -- sure -- no problem.
(AS’s words above overlapped with MB’s)
(Silent pause)
MB: Ok, here I have it in front of me. Go on.
AS: Ya, looking at aaa Number two he has there.
MB: Ok Number two, I got it.
AS: “You were told that Dean McDermott reviewed the material” and stuff. And then he says
“should we receive additional information of complaints in the future.”
MB: Uh-hu.
AS: So I’m I am just confused about whether the matter has been closed, that particular matter, or
when he says “should we receive” -MB: I I I assume and you will want to ask him because again I can’t speak for him -AS: Right
MB: Umm that that particular incident incident -AS: Right

MB: Is closed because he said (inaudible word or two) -AS: Right
MB: Which were in your file. However, if something else were to come up -AS: Regarding the same incident or -MB: Uamm I would, I would assume that it’d be something different.
AS: Right, I just want to check on that, whether that incident is closed or -MB: But I will, I will leave a message for him for you because -AS: Ok
MB: Because, because again I can’t guarantee you anything.
AS: Ok sure, so I am at home. He can call me today if at all possible. It’ll just take a couple of
minutes (possible inaudible word) -MB: Let me see (pause) okay (pause) okay and your number
AS: 864-7194
MB: 94--(inaudible word). Ok I will give him the message.
AS: All right thanks.
MB: Ok b-bye.

